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| 

Language through sound is word. Language through 

brush is still. Language. Bold innovation. Bolder still, 

the innovator. 

Who are we to say what language is or isn’t? It might be 

that language is simply the fraction / one can parse out. 

From the whole. 



| | 

Education, an activity. A noun. To educate, the verb. So 

how then if one is the noun, and the other a verb, and 

they are both parts of the whole called knowing, can we 

define an arts education? Isn’t it one and the same? These 

words? Part of a whole? Language thing? 

| | | 

Philosophically speaking, we want to know. Just know. 

The parts are important, but the sum of the parts 

actualizes these parts in a way that gives them meaning. 

So the parts are, in essence, nothing but the whole. In 

pieces.  



| | | | 

There are three kinds of minds:  

The mind that looks at the whole, but sees only parts. 

The mind that sees the pieces as part of the whole, but 

objects to fractals. 

The mind that looks, but can not find the beginning. 

Remedies for the mind: 

Chase dreams.  

Create space for the fractals to exist in relationship to 

the whole.  

Accept beginnings. As being. Whole. 



| | | | | 

Art becomes the education, but only because we see 

others in need. Of educating. A verb. And so we turn to 

others, in turn to ourselves, turning in circles in waves 

in disciplines that require language. Art is a vocabulary 

word. It is not the educator but rather the flaw in our 

thinking. 

We are the fractal / the line (the space) between the 

movements that create. Art is the gnawing expectation 

that if we don’t run toward we will turn from. Do you see 

yourself as a circle of thought? The undefined 

beginning?  

There is never truly a beginning. This is the education. To 

count the fractals, unimaginative. To point to them, 

unnerving. To talk of them as language, compulsory.  Art 

is a vocabulary word. A true noun. Language, a ritual. 



| | | | | | 

Nowhere is it said that art creates harmony. Or discord. 

Or a rupturing of thought. This is what we have said. Of 

art.  

Art did not spring forth and announce itself the 

educator. We use vocabulary words. Worth. For art’s 

sake. Perhaps art isn’t intended to help us find ourselves 

as we are steered toward it, but rather to push (us) 

away.  

Poetry is making language the education and the space 

between these words / the fractals. But is this art? 



| | | | | | | 

Space is the article of definition as no one mind responds 

in a way that makes it easy to define. There is no 

beginning. The circle continues. The line continues. 

Thoughts continue. We did not start at a beginning, 

rather we have arrived repeatedly at a point that can 

not be found. 

The mind asks of us. To define. To capture and contain. 

It’s not that there is or isn’t a beginning, but rather that 

the beginning can not be found. Past and past particle of 

find. We’re tempted to question, but language asks of us 

to respond. And often we do that with / out thinking. 



| | | | | | | | 

There is nothing scientific about language / about art. 

We render it abstract, this introduction to. The 

adjective.  

It is geometry, the beginning of time of thought of 

language of brush / of pen / of claw / or rake. Heedless to 

the motion, the notion of thinking, art is art because we 

say it so. Time is time because we need it so. Weight and 

number, the same. We tell ourselves we must contain the 

mind (our innovation). 

It is the circle for the sake of the circle, the line for 

the sake of time. Fractals are inconclusive and words 

become lost to thought.  

 



Isis and Osiris In New York City 
By Alicia Cahalane Lewis 

THE CAST: 

Isis: The Innovator. Wears a light provocative sheer gown 

meant to tempt another into creativity. Has been seen 

throughout multiple civilizations (including California) 

in many guises, but always in the gown, tempting. She is 

neither young nor old, but rather timeless and has that 

je ne sais quoi attitude that makes her uniquely Isis. Does 

not do well in stressful situations and will need her 

sister’s help while working her magic. 

Osiris: The Disruptor. Ruler of All Living Things. Married 

to Isis. It is inconsequential what Osiris wears as this 

has no bearing on the story. What he wears is therefore 

up to personal interpretation. Osiris is not bound by 

constraints and does things his own way. When he gets 

himself in trouble he needs the help of not just one, but 

two women to put things right again. 



Nephthys: The Repairer. Isis’ twin sister. Wears black. 

Does soul work on the dead. Stuff like that. But rather 

than tempt through light like her sister, Isis, she tempts 

through death; therefore, it is imperative she wear 

black. Black jeans and a black turtleneck. Black 

stilettos. Black eye liner. Does not enjoy the whole 

creation myth. Thinks it has been oversold. Wants to 

simplify things and this is her motivation for the black. 

Set: The Jealous One. The brother. Married to Nephthys. 

Does not need prompting. Born jealous. Will always be 

jealous. Does not understand true equality. Hacks his 

brother, Osiris, to bits. The usual. 

THE SETTING: 

Preferably an abandoned warehouse or dilapidated store 

room, but anywhere is fine as long as there is this 

claustrophobic feeling of a tomb, the remnants of some 

lost past. 



ACT I SCENE I 

The Beginning: Birth. A lot of smoke and mirrors. Forceps. 

The usual mess. Osiris, the firstborn, is made Ruler of All 

Living Things. Isis, Set, and Nephthys are born just after 

their brother, but the siblings are all born equal as this 

was the time of great equality. 

ACT I SCENE II 

Some time just after the beginning. Maybe lunchtime. Isis 

and Osiris, Isis’ husband and brother (I told you it was 

messy), discuss life on Earth. They come to the conclusion 

that life is complicated and get in a disagreement about 

it all. What are their roles, they ask? What is their 

place in the grand scheme of things? Is Earth Paradise? 

Or a cage? Isis wants freedom. Osiris wants his wife in his 

bed. A more heated discussion ensues about roles and 

schemes and the bed. Tensions flare. Osiris storms off in 

anger. This is open to interpretation. Can be improvised. 

Most relationships hit a snag sometime in the day. Use 



your imaginations. Bottom line: There is a fight, a 

disruption. A cooling off period. 

ACT I SCENE III 

Yeah. That. The affair. Nephthys disguises herself as her 

sister, Isis, and you know, does the black swan thing. 

Only now she is wearing white. She seduces Osiris by 

making him think he is having sex with his wife, Isis. And 

Osiris was so hoping that they could get past the whole 

withholding thing, and so he thinks, “Here is Isis, my 

beautiful sexy wife, now asking for me, yay,” but no, it is 

not his wife. It is her sister / his sister, Nephthys, 

disguised as the beautiful and tempting Isis. Really, it is 

messy. 

ACT I SCENE IV 

When Set, already resentful of his brother’s power as 

ruler of All Living Things, finds out that Osiris is now 

having an affair with his wife, Nephthys, it just becomes 

too much for him so he kills Osiris, hacks him to pieces, 

and throws his casket into the river. Forever the jealous 



one, Set now takes over the city with his wife and rules 

the lands. Again, all of this is open to creative 

interpretation and improvisation. Consult Eugene O’Neill, 

possibly, for language.  

(Intermission) 

ACT II SCENE I 

With Set and his wife now ruling the land, equity is lost. 

People are fighting one another in the streets for 

survival. The lands are parched. Famine ensues. Isis 

returns to the wasteland in search of her husband, 

Osiris, and when Nephthys tearfully tells her what 

happened and begs Isis for forgiveness, Isis forgives her 

sister’s naughty ways. Just like that. Poof! Together the 

two sisters pull Osiris’ body parts out of the river, 

organize all those multiple hacked pieces, and using 

their (magic) put the poor man back together. 



ACT II SCENE II 

Shit. Isis and Nephthys can’t find the penis. They look 

everywhere for it. Really. You think maybe Isis doesn’t 

try that hard to find it? What would be the motivation 

for this? But without a penis how will Osiris ever do his 

manly thing again? The Disruptor has pulled off the 

biggest disruption of all. He has disrupted life 

continuum. Isis and Nephthys, The Innovator and The 

Repairer, realize that without a penis Osiris can never 

again be The Ruler of All Living Things so they send him 

to the bottom of the river where Osiris will forever be 

immortalized as Ruler of the Dead, a NYC Judge of the 

Underworld. 

ACT II SCENE III 

Isis is distraught. She has lost her husband to the 

Underworld. The Underground. Although a prestigious, 

highly respected, and coveted job, this Ruler of the Dead, 

it does not guarantee the same benefits as Ruler of All 

Living Things so Isis and Nephthys try giving death a 



little more panache. They orchestrate levels of death 

and name these deaths a good death, a not so good death, 

a better death, and a best death. Suddenly, death has 

recognition. It becomes more recognizable than life, 

certainly more respected. But Isis is supposed to 

represent new life. Right? How can she represent life 

continuum now that she is without? Isis has lost her mate 

and she, along with the help of her sister, Nephthys, are 

forced to orchestrate some respectable response.  

There is a lot going on in this scene. Use caution not to 

overact or overreact. It just is. Life. Death. Motion. It is 

the tilt of a pen in ink, the roll of a brush in paint, the 

beginning of solution. of creativity. 

 



Where Art and Story and Thinking Intersect 
By Alicia Cahalane Lewis 

| 

Buried at the bottom of the river under thousands of 

years of tumult, punishing rains, and eroding sand, where 

it is thought there might be a bottom, an end to 

something, or perhaps the beginning of something else, 

some other layer, the real answers remain.  

I didn’t say this. The ancients said this. And the ancients 

before those ancients before those said it. The history of 

the river and these answers has gotten passed down 

through the ages, and so it remains. At the bottom. Or at 

the top. Of the magma. Answers. In the Earth. To our 

stories. 



This is the fractal. The pieces of the whole, hacked. We 

are these pieces of Earth. Of loss. 

You’ve heard the stories. You understand fractals and 

the spaces between them, your lives, the lives of others, 

but throughout time the fractal dominates. What are we 

hacking? Piecing together? And why, for god’s sake, must 

this all be called art?  

We’re nomads, each and every one of us, and art is merely 

the vehicle we use to get us there. One side of the coin is 

silver and the other is gold. 

 



The Two Step 
By Alicia Cahalane Lewis 

Beauty personified in word in deed  
in line disrupted by_______. 

An unorganized haphazard relationship, 
an upstart, cannon fire, pistol shot.  

Boots on ground ground on earth  
earth on its own. Teetering axis. 

Loyal mind. Royal mind on metal.  
On scythe. Patented musket. Ball.  

Intercepted ideals, a dance. 

There are numerous positions on 
the page and still the right will outflank.  

It happens this way. The line,  
stimulated by the mind, realigns.  

Poetry is irrational. 

Look into the eye. See what is.  
There are not many left  

Who love in life in death  
in fields of wheat, bent.  

I loved you once,  
the sum of which you know. 

You’ve grown and thrown down______. 
Yes, that. Ours. To me, for us.  



Dismantle your arms your legs 
tattoo my name upon your breast.  

Artists have a way of finding whole  
amid the rubble of the universe. 

And I have the fragments of your gown  
immortalized in my calloused hand forever. 
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